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Steam Trap Monitoring Made Easy!

Here's our latest contribution to raising the efficiency of your steam and condensate
system: The new computer-aided mobile steam trap monitoring, recording and
evaluation system TRAPtest VKP 30 is now available!

The GESTRA TRAPtest helps to cut your energy costs by strongly reducing loss
of live steam. The system maintains historical steam trap survey data, tracks traps
in need of repair and draws up/prints out a list of all defective steam traps.

This innovative trap testing equipment shows once more that GESTRA is not only
a pioneering leader in valve and steam trap technology, but also at the forefront of
software development for steam and condensate systems.

Our big customers in the chemical industry, e. g. BASF AG, have been banking
on our expertise in the field of steam trap management software by checking their
installations for loss of live steam with TRAPtest, even before the equipment has
been officially launched on the market.

If you do not want to buy the TRAPtest system right away you can also rent the
equipment or have your steam traps checked by our technical staff.
Whatever you want - we will be happy to help you.

TRAPtest VKP 30 - A Profitable Investment
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GESTRA - Your Specialist for Steam and Energy Management
______________________________________________________

GESTRA is a global leader in the design and production of valves and control
systems for heat and process fluid control. Being a member of the Invensys group,
we are capable of offering our customers complete and intelligent solutions
engineered to function with maximum reliability.
Our products and services have many practical applications
and are employed where
 n steam is generated, distributed or used
 n fluids flow
 n energy saving is possible
 n environmental protection and safety-oriented control systems are needed.

Visit us at http://www.gestra.de or
click to connect: gestra.today@gestra.de when you
 n want to subscribe to the e-mail distribution list
 n know someone who wants to subscribe to the e-mail distribution list
 n want to unsubscribe from the distribution list
 n want to submit an article
 n have any questions
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